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Chapter 1
Introduction

Let's cut to the chase. You're reading this book because you want to get more organic 
search traffic to your website, and in order to get that traffic, you want backlinks.

The truth is, that to rank better in Google you don't just need backlinks, you need the 
RIGHT backlinks. High authority, white hat links from top quality websites that increase 
the authority of your site and enable you to compete with the leading players in your 
niche.

I'm not talking about private blog networks, sponsored posts, guest posting, or any other 
link building schemes. I'm talking about REAL links from trusted websites that Google 
loves.

Black hat links may still work to some extent for a short amount of time, but it has 
become so much harder to rank a website using them in recent years, and with Google 
constantly penalising people, is it really worth the time, effort and money?

It's time to stop looking for the next quick fix that may or may not help you rank for a few 
months, and start thinking like the big boys do. 

If you care at all about your website, you ought to be running it like a proper business, 
raising brand awareness, building trust and most importantly, earning high authority 
backlinks.

You don't stand a chance of competing at the top, unless you lay some solid foundations 
by getting links from high authority sites.

The type of website I am talking about fall into the following categories:

• International News Sites
• National News Sites
• Local News Sites
• Local Interest/Community Sites
• Niche Specific News Sites
• Niche Specific Blogs

You might look at that list and think that it is impossible to get any of those kinds of sites 
to link to yours, but let me tell you, that is absolutely NOT the case. These sites are all 
desperate for things to write about on a daily basis, and if you give them exactly what they
want, they WILL link to you. 
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If you still want to try black hat methods, then go ahead and do it on a throwaway website 
that you won't miss when Google penalise it. When it comes to your main website, the 
one that you want to earn you an income for years to come, it's time to think big and aim 
high, because nobody ever got anywhere by putting in the minimum effort.

So here is the plan...

You are going to create some content for your website which is newsworthy. In fact, so 
newsworthy will it be that webmasters and journalists will not be able to help themselves 
linking to it. You might think that this sounds impossible, but let me assure you that it 
isn't.

We have managed to achieve this again and again by using this exact method, and I will 
give you a step by step guide in Chapter 2, explaining exactly how to find ideas for 
content.

Even if you think that there could never be anything newsworthy about your website, 
think again, because you can make a news story out of ANYTHING. Also, if you haven't got
the time, or don't feel confident enough to create the content yourself, you could always 
outsource it to somebody else.

Your news story doesn't have to be particularly original or unique, it simply needs to be 
relevant to enough different websites, and you WILL get the links that you want.

Journalists and webmasters are lazy, and if you hand them a story which is perfectly 
tailored to them, they will almost certainly cover it. 
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This doesn't mean that you need hundreds of different newsworthy stories, because the 
plan is to create one story which can be presented in a different angle for each site that 
you contact.

Even if you target one particular website which covers a local area, and they do not 
feature your story, there are hundreds of other sites covering different areas that will be 
interested, and as long as you adapt your story slightly for each one, you will certainly get 
coverage and links. Building high quality links this way is a numbers game, and the more 
people you contact, the more success you will have. 

This is a technique that we have used regularly to build links to our sites. Just take at the 
Google News results for one of our coupon/voucher websites.
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That kind of coverage is priceless, as is the SEO value of the links that came along with it. 
Studies have show that even getting your website name mentioned on a high authority 
news site without a link can boost you up the search results on Google. 

The high domain authority and trust flow of those websites means that if you if you were 
to try and buy those links, it would cost you a fortune. In fact, you couldn't buy them, 
because those websites would never sell them. 

In the following chapters I will teach you how to:

• Select a news story which can be adapted over and over again to be relevant to 
lots of different news websites.

• Create your content in such a way that it attracts the most amount of backlinks 
possible.

• Find all of the relevant people to contact and begin reaching out to them to 
maximum effect.

After that, it is simply a case of sitting back, watching the links roll in, and rinsing and 
repeating.

Let's get started.
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Chapter 2
Getting Started

So you need to come up with a newsworthy story for your website, but where do you 
start?

Firstly, you need to choose something which is at least slightly relevant to your website. 
For example if you have an online store selling wedding supplies, and your story is about 
the latest developments in astro physics, journalists and webmasters are not going to 
trust you, and you will not get anywhere.

The story doesn't need to be completely related to your site, although it must at least 
seem plausible that you would be writing about it.
 
The easiest and most successful news stories for this exercise fall into the following 
categories:

• Survey Results
• Studies Using Public Data
• Studies Using Private Data

Let's cover these one by one.

Survey Results

How many times have you visited a news website and read about a survey by Company X 
or Company Y which has produced some interesting, shocking or funny results?

• One in four women are not happy with their appearance.
• Two in five men admit to cheating on their wife.
• 20% of couples regret spending so much on their wedding.

You will see stories like this on a daily basis, and guess what? The people behind these 
'surveys' are always companies who are trying to build links to their website. Dig a little 
deeper and you will probably find out that the company behind the first story is a plastic 
surgery firm, the business behind the second story provide a marriage counselling 
service, and those behind the third story are a discount wedding supplies store.

They have carried out their 'survey' with the sole purpose of getting attention for 
themselves. The questions that they asked in the survey have been carefully designed to 
get certain answers, and produce a newsworthy story that journalists and webmasters 
will lap up.  
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So how do you come up with ideas for a survey like this?

It's simple, you look at what people have done before and update it or alter it slightly.

Go to Google and search Google News for “Your Niche Survey”, e.g. “Wedding Survey”.

Here are just a few example results that you are likely to get:

All that you need to do is find a story which is a couple of years old, or one from a different 
country, and bring it up to date or make it relevant to your country.

You can also find great ideas for stories by spying on what your competitors are doing and 
creating something similar. Searching for their brand name on Google News is an easy 
way of finding out how they got coverage in the past. 

Another way to find stories that your competitors have previously published, is to 
examine their link profile on one of the following backlink checking websites:

• Majestic.com
• Moz.com
• Ahrefs.com
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Studies Using Public Data

Much like surveys, studies are also in the news all of the time, and there is a huge amount 
of publicly available data which you can use to get your story.

Taking the example of the wedding store again, let's search Google News for “wedding 
study”, and take a look at some of the results.

All of these 'studies' have been carried out using data that is available to anybody who 
wants to access it. All that the companies releasing the story have done is collate the 
data and find something interesting to say about it.

Again, you can spy on your competition to find out what data they have been using and 
use the same thing for your own needs.

Studies Using Private Data

The most unique asset that you have when it comes to creating newsworthy stories is the 
data from your own website and your visitor data.

Take a look at your website analytics and ask yourself the following questions:

• Where do your website visitors come from?
• What age are they?
• Are they mainly male or female?
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From those details alone, there are a huge number of stories that you can come up with.

Going back to the wedding store example again, here are just a few that you could use:

• Only 15% of men in couples do the shopping for wedding supplies.
• Couples in Northampton spend more on wedding supplies than anywhere else.
• Birmingham couples are the most thrifty when it comes to wedding supplies.

Never underestimate how useful your own assets can be, because when you delve deep 
into your analytics or customer data, there will ALWAYS be a story of some kind to write 
about. 

As I said before, the key to successfully getting people to cover your story and link to you 
is by making it VERY relevant to them.

The best ways to do this is to localise the story for each website that you will be 
contacting.

Using the previous example about couples in Northampton spending more on wedding 
supplies than anywhere else, we could repeat this story as many times as we want with 
different towns, cities and counties, like this:

• Couples in Halifax spend 2nd highest amount in country on wedding supplies.
• Couples in Lincoln spend 3rd highest amount in country on wedding supplies.
• Couples in Manchester spend 2nd lowest amount in country on wedding supplies.

You will hopefully be beginning to see the picture of how we can use one story to generate
targeted interest from a whole range of different websites.

Please remember that at this stage you should simply be coming up with ideas, and not 
starting to create any content until you have read the remaining chapters.

A Few Important Points

• Time sensitive stories are great if you can do the work quickly, although a story 
which can be repeated all year round can create links for you on an on-going basis.

• Planning a related story to coincide with an upcoming event such as a popular 
movie release or a big sporting event is a great way to increase relevance.
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Chapter 3
Getting Your Data

Whether your story uses survey results, public data or private data, it needs to meet the 
following two criteria:

• It should be fairly relevant to your website/niche.
• It should be able to be adapted to be relevant to a lot of
•  different local areas.

It is essential that you establish there are enough websites who will link to your story 
before you go ahead and do the work. There is no point in creating a piece of content that 
is only relevant to one or two sites, as the whole aim of this exercise is to gain as many 
different links from one piece of content as possible.

Try to come up with a story that can be relevant to at least 50 websites, and preferably 
over 100. There is no reason why the right story cannot be tailored to be relevant to well 
over 500 websites, and a good piece of content like that can generate links for months, if 
not years.

There are endless sources that you can use to get your data, and here are just a few 
suggestions.

Survey Results

There are a number of different ways in which you can get your survey results.

Free Online Surveys

If you are on a tight budget, the easiest way to get free survey results is to set one up 
online using a free survey provider, and ask your email subscribers or Facebook and 
Twitter followers to fill it out for you.  You could also add a pop up on your website asking 
your visitors to take a minute to fill it in, and even offer a prize to one random person who 
completes it.

Here are just a few of the best free survey providers:

• SurveyMonkey.com
• FreeOnlineSurveys.com
• SurveyPlanet.com
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Paying For Survey Responses

For those with a slightly larger budget to invest, there are many companies out there who 
specialise in providing survey responses, and one of the benefits of going down this route 
is that you can get the results back very quickly.

Here are some examples of well known providers:

• Google Surveys
• Survata.com
• SurveyMonkey.com

Face to Face Surveys

If you prefer a more hands on approach, you could spend the afternoon interviewing 
people in your nearest town centre or shopping mall, or if you do not want to do it 
yourself, there will always be someone willing to do it on your behalf for a small price.

Whichever method you choose, make sure that you ask questions which will provide 
interesting, shocking or funny answers. The more strange or controversial the findings 
are, the better.

For one survey that we previously published, we asked people their opinion about what 
annoys them the most on Facebook, and made an infographic about it. This story was 
picked up by many sites that write about social media, and created some great backlinks.
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Public Data

There is a huge amount of freely available public data in every country, and here are just a 
few good suggestions to get you started.

Government Records – Most governments have a wide range of different records 
available to the public. Just a few examples are data.gov in the United States, data.gov.uk 
in the U.K. and Canada Open Data.    

Police Records – A lot of police forces around the world publish crime data regularly, and 
this can be especially newsworthy if the results are recent.

Freedom of Information Requests -  Many countries allow you to make freedom of 
information requests in order to obtain data relating to government bodies and publicly 
funded institutions. 

Google Trends - Statistics on search volume (as a proportion of total search) for any given 
term, since 2004. 

Facebook Graph – This API allows you to query the huge amount of information that 
Facebook users are happy to share. 

Amazon's Million Song Dataset - Metadata on over a million songs and pieces of music.

One of the most successful campaigns that we ever did was using food hygiene ratings for
restaurants in the UK to find the best and worst towns in the country.
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Private Data

Using your own data is prefect for a news story, because you are the only one with access 
to it.

Web Analytics – As previously mentioned, your site's analytics are a great source for news
stories. Take a look at where your visitors are coming from, seasonal trends, browsing 
habits and anything else that you can use to create a news story.

Customer Habits – Whether you sell physical products or not, unless you run your site as 
a hobby, you will have visitors who go through some kind of transaction, even if it is just 
clicking on one of your ads. Use this data to come up with interesting stories related to 
your niche.

Another interesting story that we once did was when we made a fake cookie pop up and 
counted how many people agreed to give us their laptop or smart phone in order to use 
our site. This experiment was just to see how many people actually read cookie messages,
and obviously we never held them to it.
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Chapter 4
Creating Your Content

When it comes to creating your content, you need the following two things;

• A page on your website containing the story along with a linkable asset.
• A press release which can be adapted for each website that you contact.

Linkable Assets

A linkable asset is something that you create on your site in order to attract backlinks, 
and the best way to do that is to add more to your web page than just an article 
containing words. In order to convince high authority websites to link to you, you need to 
offer them something which they cannot reproduce themselves.

Examples of this include:

• Graphs & Pie Charts
• Interactive Maps
• Videos
• Interactive Infographics
• Tables of Data

Without including any of these things, you run the risk of a news site mentioning your 
story without linking to it. However if you make it so that they have to link to you page in 
order to fully explain the story, they are a hundred times more likely to do so.

Below is a list of free resources that you can use to create your linkable assets. 

Google Charts – Create free embeddable graphs, pie charts and more.

Maphub.net – A free resource for making embeddable interactive maps.

Biteable.com – Allows you to create free video animations.

Visme.co – Create free interactive infographics and visual presentations.

Tablesgenerator.com – A free resource for creating tables for your website.
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Writing Up the Story on Your Website

When it comes to writing the news story up on your site, there are a few simple rules to 
follow.

Make sure that you keep it all on one page – When news sites are linking to you they will 
either link to your homepage or this page, so don't complicate matters by spreading the 
story over multiple pages.

Include all of the facts and figures – This is the page where you should explain your story 
in full, so there is no need to worry about including too many facts and figures. Journalists
will come here to find out more about your story, and the more that you tell them, the 
more likely they are to write about it.

Include at least one linkable asset, preferably more – This is the most important bit of 
your content, and the part that will earn you your links. Make sure that your graph, 
interactive map, infographic or video is the central focus of the page. If it isn't at the top of
the page, make sure that you mention it in the first paragraph and include a link for 
visitors to scroll down and see it.

Link to your 'About Us' page – Journalists will want to know who you are, so don't make it 
difficult for them to find out.
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Link to your 'Contact' page – Some journalists may have a question about your story, so 
don't make it difficult for them to contact you. 

Writing Your Press Release

Writing a good press release is an art in itself, but here are some basic rules to follow.

Create an attention grabbing headline – Take the most important, most shocking or 
funniest  findings from your survey or study and condense them into a short title. The 
more unexpected, strange or controversial it is, the better.

Get to the point quickly – Make sure that you outline exactly what you story is about 
within the very first paragraph.

Include some facts and figures – Include a few of the most interesting key figures that 
back up your story.

Don't over complicate things – Do not include too many facts and figures though, or you 
risk boring the reader.

Always include a quote – This is one of the most important things as it is often where you 
will get your backlink from. Offer an opinion or personal comment about the news story. It
doesn't have to be attributed to you personally, but you need to include the name of your 
website.

Here is good and example:

John Smith from MadeUpWeddingStore.com said, “These figures just go to show that 
women like to take control when it comes to arranging weddings these days”.

Important point: Always make your website URL a html link within your press release, as 
many journalists will simply copy and paste it into their article.

Include a tiny bit of info about your site – Chances are that the people who you will be 
reaching out to will have never heard of your website. Giving them a one sentence bio will 
help them to understand who you are.

Here is a good example:

“MadeUpWeddingStore.com has been supplying wedding products online since 2015, and 
regularly carry out surveys into the wedding industry”.
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Include your contact details at the end – Quite often journalists will have a question 
about your news story, or want to get a personal quote, and it is essential that you make it 
easy for them to contact you. If possible, add a phone number, but at the very least you 
need an email address which is monitored regularly. 

Link to the linkable asset on your website – This is the whole reason why you made it. 
Explain what you have made and encourage them to take a look at it.

Only 1 or 2 pages at the most – Ideally your press release should be one page, but if you 
can't squeeze it all in, make sure that it never goes over two.

Adapting Your Press Release for Each Website

Adapting your press release for each different local area should be a fairly straight forward
task. 

Any facts and figures that relate to a local area need amending, and apart from that your 
releases should usually be very similar. Make sure that you proof read each one a couple 
of times, because the last thing that you want to do is send a release out which mentions 
the wrong town or city.

Most journalists prefer to receive press releases as Word documents, and you should 
make sure that the file is named after the title of your story and includes the area it is 
intended for.
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Chapter 5
Identifying Websites to Contact

Aiming High

The first thing to do is to start at the very top and contact international and national news 
sites. It may seem impossible to get a link from CNN, BBC or The New York Times, but if 
you do not try, you will never know. There aren't many of these kind of huge sites, so it will 
not take up much of your time to approach them with your story. After all, you have done 
all of the hard work, so what is the harm in trying?

The key is to focus most of your efforts on the following types of websites which are a lot 
more likely to link to you.

Local Newspapers

Whichever country you are in, there are a huge number of local news websites to contact, 
with every town and city having at least one.

Here are some useful lists of local newspapers by country:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_newspapers_in_the_United_Kingdom

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_newspapers_in_the_United_States

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_newspapers_in_Australia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_print_media_in_New_Zealand

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_newspapers_in_Canada

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_newspapers_in_South_Africa

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_newspapers_in_India

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_newspapers_in_the_Republic_of_Ireland
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Local Interest/Community Sites

As well as the main local newspapers, every area normally has at least another two or 
three smaller, lesser known sites that will be interested in your story. Often these sites are
the most pleased to hear from you and the most likely to link to your story.

The best way to find these kind of sites is to use Google. Here are just a few suggestions:

Town name + community website
Town name + radio
Town name + community news
Town name + blog

Remember that every radio station has a website, and they are often on the look out for 
news which relates to their area.

Niche Specific Sites

Don't forget to include general websites and bloggers who are in niches which relate to 
your story. Going back to the wedding store example, there are thousands of sites that will
be interested in publishing an interesting story related to weddings.

Create a spread sheet of all of the sites that you intend to contact, with columns for 
contact names, email addresses and extra notes, marking them off as you contact them.
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Chapter 6
Getting Contact Details & Outreach

Once you have your list of sites to contact and your separate press releases for each area 
are ready to send out, the next step is to find the right people to contact at each website 
and start your outreach.

Although there are many press release services out there, it is far more effective to spend 
a little time contacting journalists and webmasters personally and tailoring your email 
and press release for each one. It may take more time, but if you are serious about 
building links, then it is definitely worth the extra effort. 

Every news site has a generic email address to send breaking news to, but it is also wise to
find a number of different journalists from each site who have covered similar news 
stories in the past, and pitch directly to them as well. The more people that you contact 
from each site, the more chance of success you will have. As I said before, this is a 
numbers game and you need to contact as many people as possible.

Nearly all journalists can be found on Twitter, so if you can't find an email on the news site,
send them a tweet telling them that you have a relevant story, and asking where to send 
it.

Some sites will only have contact forms, and if you are unable to attach your press release,
you should copy and paste it directly underneath your email.

Paid Alternatives

There are quite a few paid services out there that allow you to download lists of 
journalists, along with their contact details, although these can sometimes be fairly 
expensive.

• Cision
• Vuelio.com
• Meltwater.com

If you don't want to subscribe to one of these services, there are many people on 
Fiverr.com and PeoplePerHour.com who will supply you with a tailored contact list for a 
small fee.

Writing Your Email

Getting the content of your email right is another hugely important step in the process, so
make sure that you try and stick to the following rules.
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Include the name of the town or city in the title – Journalists and webmasters get a huge 
number of irrelevant emails every day, and if you can show in the title that your email is 
highly relevant to them, you are off to a great start.

Address the journalist by their name – Most emails they get will be addressed to the 
editor or webmaster, so if you take the time to personalise your email, you are far more 
likely to get their attention.

Keep it short - Journalists are busy and lazy, so don't give them a thousand word email to 
read, because they won't get to the end of it. All of the information that they need should 
be in your press release, so just a couple of sentences of explanation will suffice. 

Make sure you attach the right press release – As obvious as it may seem, it is very 
common for people to forget to attach the press release, and if you have hundreds of 
different versions, it is very important to make sure you send the right one. 

Don't use a free email address – You need to appear professional, and sending your press 
release from a free Hotmail account does not give that impression.

Include your contact details – If you can't include your phone number, at least make sure 
that you sign your email off professionally with your name, website and email address.

Here is a good example of an effective outreach email.

Title: New study shows couples in Northampton spend most on wedding supplies.

Dear Julie,

I would like to draw your attention to a story that may be of particular interest to you.

My company recently carried out a study into the shopping habits of couples who are 
buying wedding supplies.

As you will see from the attached press release, couples in Northampton spend more on 
wedding supplies than anywhere else in the country.

The study uses our own company data and we created an interactive infographic 
containing the key findings: MadeUpWeddingStore.com/study

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch.

Kind Regards,

John Smith
MadeUpWeddingStore.com
john@madeupweddingstore.com
0800 123123
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Chapter 7
Following Up & Tracking Backlinks

Once you have sent out your emails, it is very important to monitor your inbox regularly for
any questions that might come through. On one occasion we failed to do this, and you 
can imagine how annoyed we were when we realised, only too late, that we had missed a 
message from the BBC who wanted to cover our story.

Make sure you follow up on every enquiry that you get, and try to establish a relationship 
with journalists who have shown an interest in your story. If you do this, next time you run 
a story, you can go straight to the people who you know will be the most interested in it.

Also, don't be afraid to ask for links. If someone has written about your story and failed to 
include a backlink, drop them a line thanking them for running the piece and asking them 
to add a link.

Once one or two newspapers have written about your story, it is very common for lots of 
other websites to jump on the bandwagon and cover it as well. As I said, journalists and 
webmasters are lazy, and if the story is there right there in font of them, they will use it.

If after a week or so, a certain website has not responded or run the story, don't be afraid 
to contact them again, asking if they received your original email. Often when people are 
away on holiday or very busy, things get overlooked, and it is not uncommon for websites 
to run a story months after you have originally contacted them. 

Tracking Your Backlinks

In order to measure the success of this exercise, you need to track any new backlinks and 
press mentions that you get, and you can use any of the following methods to do that.

Google Alerts – Using this service, you can easily monitor any new mentions of your 
website URL or brand name on Google. Every time a new one appears, you will receive an 
email about it.

Google News Search – Google Alerts doesn't catch every single mention of your website, 
so a simple search on Google News or the using the normal web search with the time 
filter set to 'past 24 hours' will display the results that you need.

Majestic, Moz & Ahrefs – If you use one of these backlink checking services, take a look 
at newly found links to find the latest ones. One thing to bear in mind is that these results 
can sometimes take a while to appear.
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Make sure that you keep a spreadsheet of every link that you create, because every single 
person who writes about your story is a valuable contact that you can go back to time and
time again to build links to other sites. 
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Chapter 8
Wrapping Up

Once you have the hang of it, this method is one that you can use over and over again to 
build high quality backlinks to websites in any niche. The more that you do it, the better 
you will become at it, and the more success you will have.

The power of these kinds of backlinks cannot be overstated, and if you want to crush your 
competition, it is worth every ounce of effort that you will put in to get them.

Just imagine your competitors as they are left scratching their heads, wondering how on 
earth you managed to get these high authority links and outrank them.

Thank you for reading, and good look with your link building.

Andy – DigitalMarketingLiftOff.com

©  2017 DigitalMarketingLiftOff.com
No further reproduction or distribution of this eBook is permitted by electronic

transmission or any other means. 
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